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November 13, 2001

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

Bruce A. Berson, Esq.
Regional Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
801 Warrenville Road
Lisle, Illinois 60532

H. Brent Clayton
Enforcement Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regualatory Commission
801 Warrenville Road
Lisle, Illinois 60532

Re: Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station
Investigation into C.R. 01-0091

Dear Mr. Berson and Mr. Clayton:

As a follow-up to my conversation with Mr. Berson, this letter is being sent to request
enforcement discretion with regard to the investigation into the above-referenced matter and to
request that the Region refrain from issuing a Notice of Violation in that matter, for the reasons
described below. In doing so, reference in this submittal will be made to the "General Statement
of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions", NUREG-l 600 Rev. 1 (May 1998),
and the most recently available version of NUREG-1600, dated May 1, 2000. Due in part, to the
temporary unavailability of the NRC Website to the public, in the aftermath of the events of
September 11, 2001, the above-cited references are the most updated versions that are available.
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Reference will also be made to the NRC Enforcement Manual, NUJREG/BR-0195 Rev. 2
(August 1998, as amended Nov. 1998).

As your records will indicate, four management personnel were interviewed by the Office
of Investigations at Davis-Besse on Thursday, July 12, 2001. Subsequent to these interviews, a
copy of the Davis-Besse Ombudsman's file on this matter was requested by the OI investigator
and was voluntarily provided. A copy of documents from that file with an internal
memorandum, which documents are discussed below, is attached hereto for ready reference. As
far as the Licensee is aware, the submittal of the requested Ombudsman documents concluded
the fact-finding phase of this investigation as regards management personnel of the licensee.

Based upon the record developed and the documents submitted, it is respectfully
requested, on behalf of the Licensee, that the NRC refrain from issuing a Notice of Violation,
and exercise enforcement discretion in this matter, for the reasons described below. As noted at
the outset, the reasons discussed below have been described with reference to Section VII B.5 of
NUREG-I600-Rev. 1 (May 19, 1998), under the heading of 'Mitigation of Enforcement
Sanctions" and the subheading "Violations Involving Certain Discrimination Issues.'" As the
first reason for requesting the exercise of enforcement discretion, the Licensee should receive
substantial credit for Self Identification. As stated in NUREG-1600 Rev. 1, Section VII B.5.1:

Enforcement discretion may be exercised for discrimination cases when a
licensee, who without the need for government intervention, identifies an
issue of discrimination and takes prompt, comprehensive and effective
corrective action to address both a particular situation and the overall work
environment for raising safety concerns.

As will be discussed below, that is precisely the case presented here.

As to "Self Identification", as the submitted documents from the Ombudsman's file
indicate, an Ombudsman Concern Report ("OCR") No. 331 was filed on January 16, 2001 (Tab
1 attached hereto). The documents indicate that the Ombudsman initiated his investigation
immediately upon receipt of the OCR from the concerned individual (Tab 2, attached hereto).
Simultaneously, the Ombudsman notified the site Vice-President as well as the site Director-
Support Services. In the Ombudsman's report (Tab 2), the Ombudsman promptly concluded
that the action taken by the "responsible supervisor" in requesting an eight question fact finding
(which fact finding was documented) was inappropriate (Tab 2). The Ombudsman promptly
notified the concerned individual of that conclusion on January 17, 2001, the very next day after
the OCR was filed (See Tab 2).

Second, the Licensee took Prompt and Effective Corrective Action to address both a
particular situation and to clarify expectations regarding the preparation of Condition Reports.
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(Tab 3 attached hereto, Memorandum of the Director-Support Services to the file). In particular,
those prompt and voluntary corrective actions included the following:

1. The fact finding document was removed from the file. In that regard, it should be
noted that the fact finding document was to be placed in only the personnel file of
the concerned individual's immediate supervisor (who was also the "responsible
supervisor"); it was not to be placed in the official personnel file at Davis-Besse;

2. The Director-Support Services met with all three shifts (of security personnel) to
explain the expectation that there be an open environment for writing condition
reports;

3. The Director-Support Services gave the responsible supervisor three days off to
consider his actions and the importance of maintaining a Safety Conscious Work
Environment at Davis-Besse;

4. The Director-Support Services met with the responsible supervisor to explain the
importance of maintaining a Safety Conscious Work Environment ("SCWE") and
why that supervisor's actions in this instance were not consistent with the Davis-
Besse commitment to that policy.

In addition, the Ombudsman's investigation findings were promptly shared with the
concerned individual, which individual indicated to the Ombudsman that his concerns had been
satisfied and on that basis agreed to the Ombudsman's closure of this issue. (Tab 2). The
Ombudsman also "discussed with all NSO's [nuclear security officers] what to expect from
supervisors relative to CR initiation in the future, and opened the door for further discussions,
issues as they perceived them." (Tab 2).

The actions described above demonstrate that the Licensee took prompt, comprehensive,
and effective corrective action which included discipline for the specific supervisor involved and
counseling on the importance of SCWE as well as training on the specific issue for all other
relevant first line supervisors. The training also included explanation to all security officers to
encourage the preparation of Condition Reports.

These prompt and effective corrective actions addressed not only the particular situation,
but also the overall work environment for raising safety concerns throughout all three (the entire)
shift of security officers. The Ombudsman's file also indicates that the Director-Support
Services met and discussed this matter and the importance of maintaining a SCWE with the
responsible supervisor, after which "the light came on and he accepted full responsibility for the
situation, to his credit." (Tab 3). This has resulted in increased awareness of the responsible
supervisor to SCWE issues.
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Finally, it should be noted that there appeared to be no precursor events to this situation
that should have alerted management to this occurrence and that the record indicated that there
have been numerous condition reports prepared by security officers during the tenure of the
responsible supervisor involved, without incident. During the discussions between the Director-
Support Services and the responsible supervisor, it was clear that the responsible supervisor
clearly understood and accepted that his actions in this isolated instance were not conducive to a
SCWE (Tab 3).

CONCLUSION

It is for all of the above reasons that it is respectively requested that enforcement
discretion be exercised in this case where the licensee, without the need for NRC intervention,
promptly identified an SCWE issue or potential issue; took prompt comprehensive and effective
corrective action to address both a particular situation and the overall work environment for the
security force in raising safety concerns, and provided counseling and discipline for the subject
supervisor involved. The exercise of enforcement discretion in this matter is consistent with, and
supported by, section 6.3.5, subparagraph "A" of the NRC Enforcement Manual, NUREG/BR-
0195, Rev. 2, which supports the exercise of discretion in instances, such as this, "when a
licensee who, without the need for government intervention, identifies an issue of discrimination
it takes prompt, comprehensive, and effective corrective action to address both the particular
situation and the overall work environment is helping to establish a safety-conscious workplace.
Aggressive licensee follow-up also provides a message that retaliation is not acceptable within
its workplace." For all of these reasons, it is respectively requested that the NRC refrain from
issuing a Notice of Violation to Davis-Besse and exercise enforcement discretion for this matter.

If there are any questions related to the above, or if additional information is requested,
please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 887-4500.

Sincerely yours,

Roy P. sy,
Counsel for the Licensee

Enclosures: As Stated
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OCR 331

My resolution to the identified issue is as follows'

1. Perform investigation relative to fact finding with*in, who, why, and how we
got to this point.

My investigation revealed that the responsible superviso ew what
was happeniand directed the First Line Supervisor perform the fact
finding with It is my opinion thataused poor judgemeet by pursing the
CR initiation,ntent and reason for intatioj through a fact finding, documenting
the fact finding, and subsequently placing rsonnel file. Discipline has been
administered relative to the incident foi /2ol).

2. I have informedg hat our actions were inappropriate, and the reasons
why, wbat he tho expc future and that the fact finding documentation
would be removed from his file and destroyed (1/17/01).

3. First Line Supervisors have had the situation 4cscridto than, and have rec-"'e-
discussion relative to their participation in coaching

writing CRs (1122/01).

* Safeguards
* Undersmtd the issue
* Understid the facts
* Understand audience

4. I have discussed with ulwhat to expect from supervisors relative to CR
initiation in the future, aopened the door for further discussions, issues as they
perceive them
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OCR 331
Date: 1/16/01

I e e tha aAervision ther?) wee beyond their
responsibility for determining whether a Condition Report (CR) 014-091 I wrote was
accurate and complete when they conducted a Fact Finding Meeting with me on 1/12/1I.
They questioned my reason for writing the CR and whether I still wanted to pursue filing
the CR. They questioned why I waited until 0500 (6 hours) to advise Suu Sion of the
CRI I indicated that I did not initiate the CR unl after 0200 and was i w or the next
two hours. I also indicated that this was my firs CR initiated under the new
computerized process. Under the old system, CRs where often held to the day shift for
processing. They questioned why I needed to editorialize my thoughts in the CR. I
indicated it was to draw attention that no training was given on how to handle intrusion
alarms prior to initiating the new process. Guidance on how to handle the new Apollo
system was later provided in the 1/14/01 turnover meedng (attached). Even though I
agreed to remove the last two editorial sentences from the CR, I was informed that the
Fact Finding Meeting (attached) would be documented in my personnel file. I believe the
nature of the Fact Finding Meeting and the fact that it was placed-in my personnel file is
an act of retaliation which is not consistent with FENOC Policy and Senior Management
expectations for employee concern resolution. Such actions can only serve to intimidate
workers to not raise concerns that management might not like or there will be
consequences.

took
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Items for January 14, 2001

2A exp. detector is O.O.S. Ml. filed. All other equip. is operationaL Hand held metal detector tested sat.

495A is still taped off.

T-1 is checking the East P.A. walls of the Water Treatment and Intale Structure Hourly.

Post 4 in CM for LL area of concm on the west side of delay barriers Z.2 & 3. (buing low light houws.)

Cikinl JT 3097 ac the UPS J box once per shift in the PPF old IC shop.

Dr. 426 is not pulling the strike. AX 88 key is ty-wrapped to the door knob and call CAS signs are on the
door.

Confidential: Discuss )Icemail messagje.

QA Audit to begin 1/22.

sting at home. Our thoughts are with him

.OCA Computer
Pire alarms continue to report through the Honeywell computer and should be treated and responded toaccordingly. The new Apollo system should be monitored for Prnic AIMM OM.Y end responed to
accordingly. Notification should be mde to the Suprisor of any problem, question or concern related to
this new syste The System Engineer should be contacted by the suprsor fop uidane on ay problemruiring hput or change to the System. No system chng should be attempted ori made without the
approval of the Supervisor or System Engineer. The Apollo sytm computer workstation at SAS is not tobe utilized to perform any activity other than Access Controly Almn Mortitoring functions. prior to thissystem Installation being completed and tuned over tA for full use, trainin will be provided.

et. c e nttified a damaged .223 round in T-3 C (,jis was also identified byOthers we dented. The rounds were changed autldennfjed a damaged FP
header guge that was d MbT initiated by O P S discovered water seeping up fromthe ground in the ar west of the OFS Pad and reported this to OPS.

on /22 / 1 n the iHma Perform Team will initiate a progra m to recognize andreward ind d o display Questioning Attitudue n - T prize will be a color TV with a
BOSE Sound System which will be displayed at entrance This progran will work similar to the cruise
giveaway.
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Fact Finding Meeting with
Date: January 12,2001
Timm ZWI
Subject
Atfendees 

___

This mcing I's a fct finding meeting to dermin the reason for writing Condition Repo*M ad why he delayed informing the supervisor for over 6 hou after it was submitted.

1) What was the easo for wrifing the Condition Report?

2) If you submit the Condition Repot at 2243 on Januazy 11,2001, why did you wai t untilapprximtelyo050toe portittod e sup fimo7 F1,iIS c-4* a 4.ke- 0o0-
Wat Ih patw4  .o-6ioyo.

A did you fe you lad to editorialize on the Condition Repor i.e., put comments in otherthan *hatue required?
- t>ruiq oA.fvoA +I ; o~ i ±u-'>;nfi. )oa b er' t fv~ed

4) What infomation do you rcal was given in turnover cnoeini the new Apollo system forthe Owner Controlled Area after the System was put in SAS?
Cr% f ' tS C c S v0 h "s 6 .4de.Z IA C1

5) Do you rcail thc rnover noes sying traning woud cot on this new ystemPrto it being tunedover to wu? - * o e
lNo, 2 don'* rce imbr sx.er& s Am

6) Do you have any infor on conerning who might have acesed the South DBABcarndorr cxit door or the Computt room door at approximately 0400 on lanuay 12,2001?OUe4%-0M ct10tQ, -dv.dA wT I)#dt

7) Do you underand your obligation as to inform the supervisoriMmediately upon disovery of a problem or potential problem?

S) Do you still want to pursue fhlinf
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OCR 331

My resolution to the identified issue is as follows:

I. Perform investigation relative to fact finding witF on, who, why, and how we
got to this point.

My investigation revealed that the responsible supervnew what
was happen! j directed the First Li isrv _so ioj form the fact
finding wit _rt is my opinion that.Lsed poor judgement by pursuing the
CR initiation, content and reason for initiatio ugh a fact finding, documenting
the fact finding, and subsequently placi in rsonnel file. Discipline has been
administered relative to the incident fo 1/22/01).

2. I have inform ed hat our actions were inappropriate, and the reasons
why, what he shouldexpect in the future and that the fact finding documentation
would be removed from his file and destroyed (1/17101).

3. First Line Supervisors have had the situation described to them, and have rec yed
discussn lative to their participation in coacchin_

writng CRs (1/22101).

* Safeguards
* Understand the issue
* Understand the facts
* Understand audience

4. I have discussed with all Avhat to expect from supervisors relative to CR
initiation in the future, and opned the door for fiarther discussions, issues as they
perceive them.
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COMPANY MEMORANDUM FirstEnehg

TO File DATE February 6, 2001

FROM MAILSTOP

SUBJECT Ornbusdman Investigatio PHONE

On January 16, 20 1  i rmed b y t f a concern submitted to the

Ombudsman fro n elative to writing Condition Reports (CRs).

[investigated the situation by interviewing the supevisors
conducted/or conducted the actual fact finding.

that da ted the fact finding to be
irespect. I found the following:

Ii. irecte _o conduct' a fact finding to discover if ad any

involvement in the entrance to the south IDBAB corridor o nhy it took so

long to inform the supervisor of the issue the CR was written for, and to challenge

on several sentences that were written in the CR considered opinion.

2. 6  v as aware of the fact finding being writte nit was discussed with him over the

phone. He approved the questions that were asked b

3. Questions were asked that challenged whether or noaanted to proceed with the

CR; -why he didn't inform supervisor in a timely manner of the issue; what was meant by the two

sentences that were considered opinions; if he wanted to remove those two sentences; etc.

4. Gmwas left with the impression that this fact finding was discipline, and the fact

finding documentation would be included in his -personiel file. Thus, creating a negative SC WE

inbhis opinion.

Based on the above, I took the following actions:

1. Ensured the fact findi documen tion did not get put into ersonnel file and had

that conversation witlW

2. Explained expectations for writing CRs to all three shifts, including what to expect from

supervision relative to coaching, and their respoasibilities.

3. Explained to the supe Wrior expectations rectve~to writing CRs and handling our

discussions with ' "coaching, not challenging".
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7 Ombudsman Investigation
February 6, 2001

4. GaveVthree da

Sty discussions-
i- recognized bo

accepted full responsibility for I
happened on the eve o
did not think it through, turn
management.

od me tobelieve that the significance and impact on SCTE was not
His out to him. After which, the lightMtn, kand he
A uation, to his credit. It appeared to me that this situation

acation (one week) and he hurriedly hand 50 situation and
oVer to this manager to handle, nor did he collaborate with his
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